Flexco Retrofit Replacement Blades
for Richwood® 1C Cleaner

Installation Instructions
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Physically lock out and tag the conveyor at the power source
before you begin cleaner installation.
Tools Needed:
Wire Brush Pliers
1. After locking out and tagging out the conveyor, record the
current pressure/PSI setting-this will be needed after new
blade is installed. Then close regulator valves to relieve blade
pressure and drop cleaner away from belt. A ratchet strap may
be needed to compress the cylinders to fully remove the air
pressure, which should back the cleaner down from the belt.
2. NOTE: These blades can be extremely heavy, so use caution
when removing. Remove blade by first removing the blade
retaining pin, crossholder retaining pin, and crossholder from
each side (DO NOT DISCARD) (Fig. 2). At this point, there
may be enough slack to slide out the blade. If not, continue by
removing one crossholder arm, noting that in some cases you
may have to knock the crossholder off the knuckles (DO NOT
DISCARD). Once the blade and both crossholders are out of
the knuckles on both sides, clean off the crossholders and entire
knuckle.
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3. Slide crossholder arms and crossholders onto ends of Flexco
blade pole, ensuring crossholders are between the knuckles,
and lock in place with blade retaining pins. Replace crossholder
retaining pins and locking rings.
Blade
Retaining Pin
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4. Remove the ratchet strap and slowly scale up air pressure to move the blade close enough to the belt to set attack
angle. Loosen set screws and rotate blade until it is perpendicular to the belt. Lock in one set screw.
5. Re-tension blade to belt. Use the PSI recorded in step 1 to calculate the new recommended air pressure using the
formula below:
New PSI = Recorded PSI x New Blade Width ÷ Old Blade Width
New PSI: ___________
Open the regulator valves back up and set blade to new PSI.
Pre-Op Checklist:
• Recheck that all fasteners are tightened properly.
• Check the blade location on the belt.
• Be sure that all installation materials and tools have been removed from the belt and the conveyor area.
Test Run the Conveyor:
• Run the conveyor for at least 15 minutes and inspect the cleaning performance.
• Make adjustments as necessary.
NOTE: Observing the cleaner when it is running and performing properly will help detect problems or needed
adjustments later.

Flipping the Blade - Recommended when the Flexco urethane blade has worn to approximately 1/4" (6mm) of
urethane remaining above the pole. Replace blade when both sides are worn to this level.
1. Follow Steps 1 and 2 on previous page to remove pole/blade assembly.
2. Rotate the blade 180.
3. Follow Step 3 above to replace pole/blade on the cleaner. Since correct attack angle is already set by the welds or
bolt-on at initial installation, skip Steps 4-5. Re-tension blade to belt using the PSI setting recorded in Step 1.
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